VENUE: Quaker Meeting House, 10 St James Street, Sheffield S1 2EW
From Sheffield Midland Station take the Supertram, accessed via the overall bridge, to
the Cathedral stop. St James St. leads off the Western side of the Cathedral courtyard.
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The Fierce Dance of the Goddess
Dissolution, Chaos, and Renewal
Dr. Andreas Schweizer
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SATURDAY 23RD MAY 2015
10.30—4.30pm
Quaker Meeting House, 10 St James Street, Sheffield S1 2EW

The Fierce Dance of the Goddess
Dissolution, Chaos, and Renewal
Dr Schweizer writes:
This lecture will try to give some possible answers to the
question why creation and creativity is necessarily connected with destruction. To begin with we will look at a most
interesting passage of the Egyptian Book of the Netherworld
called The Book of Gates,
in which it is stated that the
condemned and not the blessed dead witness the renewal of
life in the depths of the underworld. The respective passage
stems from the sixth hour, that is the darkest and most
abysmal moment of the Sungod’s journey through the
netherworld. It is here, in the midst of the most intense
darkness of midnight that the new light is born.

I once had the chance to discuss this question with Marie-Louise
von Franz who was certainly one of the most faithful
and brilliant co-workers of C. G. Jung. She gave me the most
astonishing answer which I will share and explore in this lecture.
Following her suggestion and my own dreams my research went
on to the Goddess Kali and her dance in the context of Tantrism.
It seems that there is hardly any better example for the
paradoxical truth as presented in the Egyptian Book of the
Netherworld as well as in Tantrism, namely the emergence of
new life and creation out of destruction, dissolution, and chaos.

TIMETABLE FOR THE DAY
10.30

COFFEE AND REGISTRATION
CPD Certificates will be available

11.00

Dr Schweizer - THE FIERCE DANCE OF THE GODDESS

12.45

LUNCH

2.00

FILM AND DISCUSSION with Dr Schweizer

4.00

TEA and cakes

4.30

FINISH

ABOUT THE GUILD OF PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY
The Guild offers a rich forum for anyone interested in understanding the relationship between spirituality, religion and depth psychology, with particular reference to
the work and writings of C. G. Jung. The Guild was founded in 1937, with Jung as its
Patron. Two years later, Jung gave his talk "The Symbolic Life" to the Guild suggesting that "Only the symbolic life can express the needs of the soul" (Paper 80).
Since then many eminent psychologists and spiritual thinkers have spoken at the
Guild, and the Guild's Papers, based on those Lectures have achieved international
recognition.

In January 2015 Marie-Louise von Franz would have celebrated her
hundredth birthday. Therefore a film of an interview with her will be
presented in the afternoon. This gives us the opportunity to discuss
some core issues of Analytical Psychology.

The Guild today organises conferences, workshops and a series of Thursday evening
lectures in London, as well as co-ordinating a number of Guild Groups around the UK
and Australia. Although the Guild was initially established to encourage the study of
psychology among clergy and other spiritual leaders, today members come from all
walks of life.

Dr. Andreas Schweizer is a practicing Jungian analyst in Zürich. He studied theology
and comparative religion in Zürich as well as Egyptology with Prof. Erik Hornung in
Basel. He has been a training analyst since 1986, first at the C. G. Jung Institute in
Küsnacht and currently with ISAP-Zürich. He is president of the Eranos conferences
in Ascona and of the Psychology Club, founded in 1916 by C. G. Jung. He has published
numerous books, including The Sungod’s Journey through the Netherworld (Cornell
UniversityPress,2010). Correspondence: Golbrigweg 28, CH-8702 Zollikon.
E-mail: an-schweizer@bluewin.ch

Our next major event is a residential conference at Worcester College in Oxford,
Friday 28th August to Sunday 30th August. Our guest speakers are LIONEL
CORBETT and URSULA WIRTZ. If you have enjoyed today you might like to join us
there.
See www.guildofpastoralpsychology.org.uk for future events and membership
Registered charity, number 212662

